
 Art 

Why not create your own print 

designs? Use Kiddle.co (child friendly 

search engine) to find designs on 

textile and printed patterns. Use an 

improvised stamp to create your own 

print patterns. 

 

Literacy 

 

 Write out the story of Troy– use 

paragraphs. 

 Teach your family the story.  

 Write a five part story using your 

toolkit (get one from Mr Ali) 

 Ask an older member of your family 

to write a story with lots of mistakes 

and then you can edit it by making it 

sound more exciting. 

Maths 
 

 Find out the length of your favourite 

movie and note down the hour and 

minutes.  

 Ask a member of your family to tell 

you a time the movie might start. You 

need to figure out at what time the 

movie will finish. 

 Start to look at plane journeys 

across the world and figure out how 

long it would take and at what time 

you would arrive there.  

 Find the fraction of a whole number 

using what you know from class 
 

Science 

 

Use Kiddle to do some research on 

light. Find out which type of light is 

helpful to plants and which can kills 

plants. 

Find out why some shadows are dark 

and some are light. 

Find out what happens to the shadow 

of a tree at 11am, 12pm and 4pm. 

Write up a report of your findings.  

 

Topic 

 

 Draw a picture of what life 

would be like in Ancient 

Greece. 

 Write a recount about what 

life might have been like as a 

Greek. 

 If you could travel back in 

time, what would you take 

with you to show the people 

of Britain? Why would it be 

useful for them? What would 

you bring back with you? 

 Create an artefact that 

belongs in ancient times. 

Reading  
 Show someone at home how you add 

suspense by reading slowly at build up 
moments just before action. 

 Try reading with fluency and 
expression. 

 Create a list of questions based on the 
book and have someone else try to 
answer them 

Why do Greeks 

have such 

fantastic tales? 


